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Fashion Snoops’ Heart-Led Online
Program Aims to Fuel Creativity
Lilly Berelovich

●

In order to deal with current
uncertainties, the trendforecasting firm is offering
mindfulness practices to
help designers.
BY MARTINO CARRERA

Where do creativity and genuine
intuition come from? What’s the
relationship between health and
inventiveness?
All these questions were top-of-mind
during these past months for Lilly
Berelovich, president and chief creative
officer of culture and trend-forecasting firm
Fashion Snoops, which operates offices in
New York and Europe.
The firm launched Thrive, a monthlong,

online-only program intended to help
designers and creative types thrive, despite
the COVID-19 pandemic having walloped
the luxury and fashion industries and
potentially choked off their creative élan.
“Our methodology has been always
heart-led…although we have a very
strong backbone of data and analyses and
AI-wiring, at the core we report from a
heart-led space which is driven by feelings
and emotions,” Berelovich said. She
underscored there’s a strong connection
between sentiments and desires and so,
too, with the products and services a
customer might seek.
During lockdown, as the pandemic was
spreading globally at a fast pace, Fashion
Snoops organized a range of webinars,
networking with designers, creatives and
trade show organizers.

Berelovich saw a two-pronged approach
was gaining steam. “Some of them
were really looking at the possibility to
reinvent their processes, some of them
were completely frozen,” she said.
Most importantly she observed people
were keener on opening up and sharing
emotions. “It was rare, especially for
creatives who [usually] want to keep their
secrets for themselves. Our industry is
very silent.”
Capitalizing on the conversations
she had, Berelovich came to realize that
“something at the core of how we create
has to shift. This is not news for me.
Creatives have been placed where they
were not as respected or heard as much as
they deserved,” Berelovich said, pointing
to shorter seasons at retail while collections
became increasingly more extensive.
Besides data, inspirations, color and
material trend books, what was really
much needed, she said, was a tool
to liberate designers’ headspace and
bodies so they could receive and grasp
information.
The monthlong “Thrive” program
— dedicated to the fall 2021 season —
encompasses a range of mindfulness
practices, body and sound meditation
sessions and breathing exercises — all
instrumental for users to dig deeper into
the other sections of each of the four
modules — such as Cultural Sentiment,
Design Aesthetic and Market Alignment.
Each module is centered on a sentiment
(goodness, wonder, amend and edge),
how it is taking center stage in today’s
scenario and how it informs consumers’
desires and needs.
The program’s aim is to “take care
of these creatives from the inside-out,
somehow giving them a new way to honor
their intuition and their knowing from
inside,” the Fashion Snoops president said.
The program will remain available on
the dedicated platform throughout the
season and until a new version is ready,

allowing viewers to digest it slowly. “[Users]
are not like eating a Big Mac fast, they’re
savoring the program in pieces and giving
themselves time to digest calmly and more
quietly,” Berelovich said.
She was triggered to embrace a holistic
approach — strong on mindfulness
practices — when she realized that the
creative community had to be healed from
the rushed work, which translates into a
lack of positive feelings and also cracks a
gate for fears and uncertainties to spread.
“As creatives, one big thing was we
don’t feel enough; it’s because we run so
fast and we’re moving so quickly we don’t
feel,” she noted.
She explained that data and intuition are
part of an ecosystem.
“The human layer was almost like
downgraded and the data got upgraded.
The human using the data in a powerful
way with its own intuition is a back-andforth [process]….That to me is the formula
that’s missing. It’s either you have zero
data and you have a very creative outlet,
which is very little happening right now,
or you have very heavy data and then the
designer’s point of view and intuition get
deleted,” Berelovich noted.
This is a winning approach when
it comes to sustainable and ethical
practices, too.
“If you’re creating asleep and not feeling
and not conscious, then you’re not making
conscious choices. If we are awake, alert
and understanding that every decision
one makes affects the planet, consumers,
suppliers, then we’re creating conscious
products,” Berelovich stressed.
“No one really thinks [about] the whole
picture, and I think that the conscious
choices happen when you’re seeing the full
spectrum of the ecosystem that you’re a
part of,” she added, pointing, for instance,
to deliveries that need to be more in sync
with the seasons, a trend that has been
gaining momentum in the industry.
Berelovich, an optimist at heart, is
convinced creatives can “thrive in this,
meaning that we utilize the opportunities
in front of us,” she said.
“To thrive is to be able to attune and to
listen and really to use this moment as fuel
as opposed to fear and uncertainty. You
actually have all the answers; just listen to
your intuition,” she said.
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Carrefour Q2 Sales Up 6.3% Like-for-Like
●

“The crisis confirms the
relevance of our multiformat
and omnichannel strategy,”
said Carrefour ceo
Alexandre Bompard.
BY MIMOSA SPENCER

PARIS — Carrefour posted a 6.3 percent
rise in second-quarter sales on a like-forlike basis, spurred by growth in Latin
America.
“The crisis confirms the relevance
of our multiformat and omnichannel
strategy, as well as the strength of
our commercial assets, resulting
from three years of a demanding and
rapid transformation,” said Carrefour
chairman and chief executive officer
Alexandre Bompard.
The executive has steered a broad
overhaul of the company over the past
two and a half years, increasing organic
food offers, and bolstering e-commerce,
through partnerships with technology
companies, including reinforcing a deal
with Uber Eats in France with plans to
launch the service in Belgium.

Carrefour’s Stand at the Vivatech fair. Technology
has been key to the retailer’s turnaround efforts.

Fast like-for-like growth in Brazil
and Argentina, where lockdowns
continue, helped offset a more subdued
performance in Europe, where Spain
and Belgium led growth. The retail
giant’s performance in France was

dragged down by a weaker performance
from its sprawling hypermarkets, which
are slowly recovering activity following
the lockdown period. Sales in Italy,
Poland and Romania declined, on a likefor-like basis.

Sales for the second quarter reached
18.64 billion euros, weighed down heavily
by foreign exchange rates, notably the
depreciation of the Brazilian real and
Argentinian peso.
Breaking down its performance by
month, the retailers said that during the
lockdown periods, consumers favored
convenience and supermarket stores,
activity declined in hypermarkets.
Consumers made fewer store visits but
the average basket increased, while online
orders for food remained strong, the
retailer said. Carrefour’s non-food business,
especially apparel, suffered during
lockdowns, with Italy and Spain ordering
the closure of non-food activities.
Reopenings in Europe in May and June
led to buoyant food business, the retailer
said, flagging pent-up demand.
The company confirmed its financial
targets, noting recurring operating profit
rose 29 percent over the first half to 624
million euros, growth driven by Europe
outside of France and Latin America, with
improvement in its performance in Taiwan.
Bompard, who recently reshuffled top
management in a number of European
markets, moving Christophe Rabatel from
Poland to Italy, for example, noted that
the reason behind the recent changes
was to rally efforts around “operational
excellence to better serve customers.”

